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Importance of mobility

Mobility is important:
Mobility is important in meeting our needs as we
age. Musselwhite and Haddad (2010) set out a
three tier model, showing mobility is important
for :
• getting people to the places we need to go to
(practical or utilitarian needs), health, friends,
family, shops.
• our wellbeing, independence and freedom
(psychosocial needs)
• Getting out and about for its own sake, to see
nature and life (aesthetic needs). Days out,
holidays, de-stress!

In particular, giving up driving is related to
– a decrease in wellbeing
– an increase in depression and related health problems, including
feelings of stress, Isolation and
– increased mortality
(Edwards et al., 2009;Fonda et al., 2001; Hakamies-Blomqvist and Lindeman, 2004; Ling and Mannion,
1995; Marottoli, 2000; Marottoli et al., 1997; Mezuk and Rebok, 2008; Musselwhite and Haddad,
2010; Musselwhite and Shergold, 2013; Peel et al., 2001; Ragland et al., 2005 Windsor et al. 2007;
Zieglar and Schwannen. 2013).

– A major life event
• Ex-drivers who depend on others for a lift nearly twice as likely
to go into long-term care, as compared with older people who were
still driving (Marottoli, 2000).
• We need to change this. We need to keep active, engaged and
mobile as we age, even if we don’t drive.

Prioritising issues
with transport
and mobility

After: Musselwhite, C.B.A. (2016). Vision for an
age friendly transport system in Wales, EnvisAGE,
Age Cymru, 11, 14-23
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Barriers for older
pedestrians
1.

Poor quality pavements

2.

Obstructions on
pavements

3.

Pedestrian crossings

4.

Speeding traffic

5.

Lack of benches and toilets

6.

Poor street lighting

7.

Pollution

“as a pedestrian you struggle past these
illegally parked cars” (Bury, male).
“near misses you know, terrible, police don’t
do anything about it, turning pavements into
roads” (Salford, male)

Over 60s in GB

GB

Population

22.04%

Pedestrian miles

19.05%

Killed as a pedestrian

42.83%

Serious injury as a pedestrian

21.01%

Slight injury as a pedestrian

12.23%
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Issues with public buses
1.Driver awareness
2. Service inconveniences
(Having to change buses; early finish of buses in
afternoon; need free bus all day long not just after
peak time).
3.Service performance
(Buses being cancelled altogether or reduced in
number; the unreliability of the service)
4. Poor bus stops
(Poor signage, information, seating and shelter;
safety and security issues at bus stop; the bus stop
not being near the main residential areas)
5. Poor quality buses
(do not lower to kerb / grab rails missing)
“Some drivers can’t wait for you to get in the bus and
they’re going…for me it’s intimidating. You’re frightened
of falling”

Issues with community transport
1. Ambiguity over who was eligible to use
community transport. Some people even
discussed not knowing community transport
existed at all.
2. Some felt the service was too inconvenient and
unreliable, taking too long to travel to places.
“For people who use it every now and then, it’s difficult
to get a slot. You are told to ring a week in advance but
they’re often all taken.”

“One of the block bookings for the lunch club arrived so
late last week that the people on Ring and Ride missed
their soup. They have to pay for their dinner but they
don’t get it all.”

Issues with railway services
1. Older people over
represented in accident
figures, especially older
women.
2. Ticketing too complex
3. Difficulties when things go
wrong
4. Signage, lighting, crowding.

✘ – too much signage
✔ – Large
signage
✔ – Signs
Repeated

✘–
glare
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Policy and governance
1. Older people’s voice not heard in transport
planning
2. Under investment in transport services
especially outside of London
3. Closure of services without consultation
“Very important to consult people whether they take any
notice is another thing….sometimes you get invited to a
lot of these consultations and you go and you sit and
then you think what were the point because nothing’s
changed”
“A lot of people think they have these consultations as
purely tick box exercises”
“You get to the bus stop and it says bus stop not in use.
The bus goes sailing by.”

So what should we
do?
Solutions?

Solutions and recommendations
For older people
Age friendly policy and practice, prioritising needs of older people

Provision for older people
20mph zones in residential areas
Longer crossing times
Places to cross at desire lines
Toilet and bench mapping projects
More benches and toilets throughout
Community schemes

Solutions and recommendations
As empowered citizens
(we want to lead on it)
Getting more older people involved in transport planning and design

In deficit
(doing something for us, by us)
Staff working in transport to be trained in older people’s issues by older people

Audit local areas (living streets, OPERAT)
Activist groups (DIY!)
Identify and prioritise issues with the local environment
Demonstrator communities

Ease of movement Movement should be enhanced for all users,
along with permission to stop and dwell through
benches and places to lean and creating focal
points to commune at including fountains, works
of art, sculptures, memorials or trees, gardens
and other greenery.
Legibility
Area should be designed in a way that is easy to
understand and interpret, not just with signage
but with other visual and tactile cues as well to
help determine legitimacy in activity and
determine use.
Adaptability
The place should be built to adapt to changes in
the needs of users, policy and legislation over
time.
Diversity and
choice

Allowing area to be used by a large variety of
individuals and uses, with minimum exclusion.

Character

Streets should have character and reflect local
identify, history and culture. Utilising local art
and architecture can help enhance distinct and
unique character and identity.

Continuity and
enclosure

Where public and private spaces are easily
distinguished

Quality public
realm

Good quality materials, easily maintained and
replaced.

(1) Safe and accessible space – feel you are safe
there
Sharing space – feel you have room to move,
space to dwell for safe interactions with other
users
(2) Legible place. Psychological attachment and
legitimacy - feel you should be there

(3) Distinctive and aesthetically pleasing –
somewhere you want to go and spend time – feel
you want to be there

Designing attractive and desirable public spaces for older pedestrians (after CABE 2011 and Musselwhite, 2018).

Legible place

Psychological attachment and
legitimacy - feel you should be there

Character
& identity

Distinctive and aesthetically pleasing
somewhere you want to go and spend time – feel you want to be there

Maindy, North Road,
Cardiff

Distinctive and aesthetically pleasing
somewhere you want to go and spend time – feel you want to be there

Conclusion

•

As we age we want to be mobile and its important
to health and wellbeing.
–
–
–

Importance for getting things done, visiting people
Importance for independence, freedom, status, roles
Importance to see the world going by

•

We aren’t providing the right environment at the
moment.

•

Practical issues
–
–
–

•

Pedestrian environment
Public and community transport
Policy

But remember transport isn’t just functional...
–

Yet in making spaces and services fun you improve
the functionality

•

Listen more to what older people want –
involvement in decision making.

•

Look at innovations from users themselves
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